If you are interested in joining a purpose driven community that is dedicated to shaping the future of global commerce and creating an ambitious and inclusive workplace, join eBay-- a company you can be proud to be a part of! eBay boasts a community of over 220 million registered buyers and sellers. At any given time, more than 105 million items are listed for sale on eBay sites across the world.

We are offering six-month internships, starting in October 2020
In our departments based out of Bern and partnering with teams across many locations around the globe

1) As an Intern in Finance FP&A, you will:
   • Be involved in core FP&A activities (forecasting, reporting, spend/revenue tracking, finance operations)
   • Monitor business health, deliver insightful performance updates and ad hoc analysis
   • Model out budget scenarios to drive decision making for 2021 plans in partnership with business units

2) As an Intern in Finance Analytics, you will:
   • Generate and present insight into end-to-end customer experience and observed business performance
   • Partner with business teams to implement their buyer/seller related strategies and evaluate results
   • Identify and estimate strategic opportunities, present complex analyses into action-oriented recommendations

3) As an Intern in Tax, you will:
   • Participate in indirect tax aspects of our EMEA businesses (support business units, country expansion)
   • Support with routine VAT compliance and SAP processes
   • Assist with various projects such as Digital Service Tax, outsourcing and training material development

4) As an Intern in Controlling, you will:
   • Support daily controlling activities (revenue, expenses) and monthly close process
   • Develop and improve the reporting and closing tools
   • Prepare supporting documentation to comply with international requirements and formalize the process

5) As an Intern in Data Science, you will:
   • Be part of the Business Performance team who reports and analyzes trends in global metrics
   • Enhance business performance predictions models (feature engineering, modelling, automation)
   • Build tools to run weekly predictions and communicate insights in an automated fashion

Requirements:
   • Available for a 6-month full-time internship in Bern (40 hours per week), starting in October
   • Be eligible to work in Switzerland
   • Master student or graduate in a relevant field
   • Very good command of spoken and written English - German of advantage for position 3) Tax
   • Ability to work independently and collaboratively with multiple teams located in different regions
   • Excellent Microsoft Excel skills
   • Excellent communication and presentation skills
   • Database querying skills (Teradata SQL, Spark SQL) and knowledge of SAP systems considered a plus
   • In addition, some positions require specific skills:
     ◦ Position 4) Controlling: Moderate knowledge of accounting
     ◦ Position 5) Data Science: Programming (R, Python, SQL), Time-series analysis/modelling, Machine learning

Interested? Please send your application to internships_ch@ebay.com and do not forget to mention which position(s) you are interested in!